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Abstract. The problem we address in this paper is, given a facial image that is 
partially occluded or damaged by noise, to reconstruct a whole face. A key 
process for the reconstruction is to obtain the correspondences between the 
input image and the reference face. We present a method that matches an input 
image with multiple example images that are generated from a morphable face 
model. From the matched feature points, shape and texture of the full face are 
inferred by the non-iterative data completion algorithm. Compared with single 
matching with the particular “reference face”, this multiple matching method 
increases the robustness of the matching. The experimental results of applying 
the algorithm to face images that are contaminated by Gaussian noise and those 
which are partially occluded show that the reconstructed faces are plausible and 
similar to the original ones. 

Keywords: Face reconstruction, morphable face model, SIFT feature, data 
completion. 

1   Introduction 

Reconstructing a whole face from partially damaged facial image due to occlusion or 
sensor noise can improve the performance of face recognition and authentication 
applications. Most of previous methods proposed for the purpose take advantage of 
the fact that face images have a certain statistical structure of shape and texture 
representable by a lower dimensional subspace, and that therefore once the subspace 
coefficients are recovered from the input (even partially impaired) the whole face can 
be reconstructed.  The two most popular representations are the Eigenface [4][12] and 
a morphable model [2][3][5][6][7]; the major difference between the two is whether 
shape and texture are represented jointly or separately.   

The most critical process of the reconstruction is to precisely align the input image 
to the reference image coordinates so that the subspace coefficients can be computed. 
The task is not trivial since the input is assumed to be partially damaged. Everson and 
Sirovich [4], Jones and Poggio [7] established the correspondence of the input face 
with the iteration of the stochastic gradient procedure. Hwang et al. proposed a 
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method for reconstructing 2D shape and texture from correspondence of a set of 2D 
point without iteration procedure [5][6]. Blanz et al. presented a method for inferring 
missing coordinates from sparse 2D or 3D feature coordinates [3]. These matching 
methods have limitations in that reconstruction of damaged region was obtained as 
only a side-effect in iterative optimization process [2][7] or in that feature points 
required for reconstruction should be labeled by hand [3][5][6].  

In order to obtain the correspondence between the input facial image and the 
reference face image without human intervention, the stable and effective algorithms 
for extracting, describing and matching feature points are required. Matching should 
be robust to illumination change, noise and deformation within a single object 
category. One can consider use of Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [10]. The 
SIFT features are invariant to image scale and rotation, and robust to affine distortion, 
illumination, and additive image noise. In addition to object recognition [8][9][11] in 
general, SIFT feature matching has been also used for face authentication [1]. 
However, this algorithm is applied to matching between facial images for two 
different persons, the number of matched feature points is typically 5 to 15 even if 
pose, facial expression and illumination conditions are almost identical. For the 
purpose of face reconstruction, the input and the reference must be matched densely.  

In this paper, we present an algorithm to precisely and densely align the input 
partially damaged image with the reference face coordinates by extending the number 
of matched feature points between them. We use the morphable face model [2] for 
shape and texture representation of faces. An input image and the reference images 
are matched by using a set of example images that are generated from a morphable 
face model. From the matched feature points, full shape and texture for the input face 
are inferred from by the non-iterative data completion algorithm. We can reconstruct 
a facial image similar to original one even from damaged one by Gaussian noise and 
occluded one by an object. 

2   Face Reconstruction  

2.1   Face Reconstruction Procedure 

If the input face matches with the single reference face, due to the large difference of 
appearances between the input face and the reference face, only a small number of 
keypoints can be matched. We prepare multiple example images that are generated 
from a morphable face model and store the correspondence between the generated 
example images and the reference face image. If the input facial image is given, the 
multiple matching results between the input facial image and all the example images 
are combined into a dense matching between the input facial image and the reference 
face image. 

The entire procedure for reconstructing a facial image consists of 6 steps, 
categorized into on-line and off-line processes(Fig. 1). In the reconstruction 
procedure, forward and backward warping mean deformation of a texture onto each 
face with a shape and deformation of input face onto the defined reference face with a 
shape [13]. 
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Fig. 1. Face reconstruction procedure: off-line(steps 0-a and 0-b) and on-line(steps 1 to 6) 
processes 

 Step 0-a: a) Develop a morphable face model from a face database in which all 
facial images have dense correspondence with a defined reference face; and b) 
Synthesize multiple example faces by forward warping textures with shapes. 
Shape and texture are obtained by generating random coefficients with 
multivariate Gaussian distribution in the morphable face model. 

 Step 0-b: a) Obtain SIFT descriptors at keypoints from the example faces by the 
SIFT algorithm; and b) Compute the corresponding points on the reference face to 
keypoints on the example face by triangle mesh interpolation from the shape of 
example face.  

 Step 1: a) Obtain SIFT descriptors at keypoints from an input face by using the 
SIFT algorithm; and b) Match the SIFT descriptor of the input face with those of 
multiple example faces. 

 Step 2: Obtain the correspondence between the input face and the reference face 
only in an internal face mask using correspondences among the input face, 
example faces and the reference face in Step 0-b. The internal face mask includes 
only main facial components such as eyebrows, eyes, a nose and a mouth and is 
defined on the reference face. 
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 Step 3: Complete shape from partial correspondence at the matched keypoints by 
using the data completion algorithm which will be described in section 2.3. The 
shape eigenvectors S  in the morphable face model are exploited in this step. 

 Step 4: a) Warp the input face to texture with the completed shape; and b) Extract 
nn×  texture patch at each keypoint point of reference face from the backward 

warped texture. Other regions of the backward warped texture are masked. 

 Step 5: Complete texture from texture patches at the matched keypoints by using 
the data completion algorithm which is used for shape completion. The texture 
eigenvectors T  in the morphable face model are also exploited in this step. 

 Step 6: a) Warp the completed texture with the completed shape only for the 
inside region defined by the internal face mask. This step results in a reconstructed 
facial region containing eyebrows, eyes, a nose and a mouth; b) Overlay the 
reconstructed facial region on the input face to evaluate the reconstruction results. 

 

Steps 0-a and 0-b are performed as an off-line process to prepare: (1) a morphable 
face model for completing shape and texture; (2) SIFT descriptors of example faces 
for multiple matching with those of an input face; and (3) correspondence between 
reference face and the example face. Contrarily, steps 1 to 6 are performed as an on-
line process after an input face is given.  

2.2   Preparing Multiple Reference Image 

By employing Gaussian random coefficients with multivariate normal distribution on  
the morphable face model (Step 0-a), we can generate facial images as many as 
required for getting enough number of keypoints matched with those for an input 
face. In this study, 1,000 example faces are synthesized to match with input face. 
SIFT descriptors of each example face are obtained at keypoints by using the SIFT 
algorithm and stored separately (Step 0-b). Next, the correspondence between point 
on the reference and a keypoint on the example face is computed by using the known 
shape for the example face and triangle mesh interpolation algorithm. This 
correspondence is saved into a “keypoint lookup table”.  

2.3   Matching 

If an input face is given for the reconstruction, the SIFT descriptors at keypoints are 
obtained and matched with those of multiple example faces by using SIFT matching 
algorithm (Step 1). This on-line multiple matching allows getting point on the reference 
face corresponding to a keypoint on the input face using the “keypoint lookup table”. If 
a keypoint on the input face corresponds to that on the example face, the counter for 
corresponding point of reference increases. The counter for each keypoint on the 
reference face is accumulated for all example face to select the best matched point on 
the reference face. A single point on the reference face may have several corresponding 
points on the input face because  the input face is matched with multiple example faces. 
By selecting the point with the largest value, accurate correspondence can be obtained. 
If the second largest value for the keypoint is greater than the given threshold multiplied 
by the largest one, this keypoint is rejected similar to Lowe’s SIFT matching strategy 
for the stability of the matched keypoints(Step 2) [11].  
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It is assumed that the input faces are roughly aligned and normalized by 
translation, rotation and scale by a face detector. Therefore, if the distance of a 
matched keypoint in common image coordinate is larger than the given threshold, this 
is excluded from the list of the matched keypoints. After eliminating the incorrect 
keypoints, we estimate three parameters, translation, rotation and scale, for the input 
face by minimizing L2-norm of difference vector of matched points’ coordinates. The 
input face is normalized by using the estimated parameters.  

Fig. 2 shows matching between an input face and the reference face by matching 
the input face with the synthesized multiple example faces. The blue and red dots in 
Fig. 2 represent the position of SIFT keypoints. The correspondences from 
keypoints(blue dots) on the example face to points on the reference face are 
represented by blue dashed arrows and the correspondence from keypoints(red dots) 
on the input face to those on the example face are represented by red solid arrows. In 
our experiments, more than 30 keypoints are finally matched between the input face 
and the reference face even if an input face is damaged by a virtual object(about 10% 
of face region) or Gaussian noise(standard deviation of 20). These are enough to 
reconstruct a quite plausible face (Fig. 3) 

 

 

Fig. 2. Indirect matching between the reference face and an input face by using example faces  

2.4   Reconstruction 

By using defined reference face and pixelwise correspondences between given facial 
images and the reference face, facial images can be separated into shape and 
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texture[13]. With the shape S  and the texture T  separated from the facial image, we 
fit a multivariate normal distribution to a data set of faces. This is based on the mean 
of shape, S  and that of texture T , covariance matrices 

S∑ and 
T∑  computed over 

the differences of the shape and texture: 

SSX S −= , TTX T −=  (1) 

By Principal Component Analysis(PCA), a basis transformation is performed to an 
orthogonal coordinate system formed by eigenvectors 

iS  and 
iT  of the covariance 

matrices, 
S∑ and 

T∑  on our data set of m faces.  
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iS  and 

iT . The dimension of the space spanned by 

iS  and 
iT  is at most 1−m . 

To reconstruct a facial image from the obtained correspondence at SIFT keypoints, 
we can apply two methods: (1) shape and texture reconstruction method using a set of 
2D point coordinates[5] and (2) the 3D extended and regularized method[3] of the 
method (1). In this paper, the latter method is selected due to the robustness and the 
stability of reconstruction.  

The barycentric shape vector SX  is defined by the set of the scaled eigenvector 

iiSσ  and coefficients 
ic  : 
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The data selection matrix, pn ℜ→ℜ:P  is also defined for representing shape 

corresponding to the keypoints on an input face. p  is the number of matched 

keypoints. P  is a linear mapping that select a subset of components from an entire 
vector. Using the data selection matrix P , partial shape vector, F corresponding to 
the keypoints is represented by 

XSSF PPP =−=  (4) 

The reduced version of the scaled eigenvectors, Qis also defined as:  
 

)1()( −×ℜ∈= mp
idiag σPSQ  (5) 

According to the number of keypoints, p  and the number of eigenvectors, solution 

of Equation (4) may be not unique. In order to find optimal coefficients for linear 
combination of the basis vectors, we minimize the cost function, E, which is given as:  

),(minarg* CEC
C
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(6) 
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where 0≥κ  is a regularization factor. This regularization factor derived from a 
statistical approach provides the stability and robustness to noise by controlling the 
tradeoff between fitting accuracy and plausibility[3].  

 The optimal solution *C is obtained by Singular Value Decomposition TUWVQ =  

with diagonal matrix )( iwdiag=W [3].  
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    The completed shape can be obtained from (1) and (3): 
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From Equation (8), we can get the complete correspondence for all pixels. 
Similarly, we can reconstruct complete texture T . From the complete shape and 
texture, facial image can be synthesized by forward warping. 

2.5    Summary of the Process 

If an input facial image is given, the partial correspondences between the input face 
and the reference face are obtained by using multiple matching and a “keypoint 
lookup table”. The partial correspondences are completed to full shape by the data 
complete algorithm. From the input face image and the completed shape, the 
backward warped texture is generated and extract texture patch at each keypoint from 
the texture. The completed texture from texture patches is obtained by using the same 
data completion algorithm which is used for shape completion. The completed texture 
is warped with the completed shape to the reconstructed facial image.  

3    Experimental Results 

3.1   Face Database 

Two hundred of 2D faces were used to test and validate the proposed method. These 
images were rendered with only ambient light using a database of three-dimensional 
head models recorded with a laser scanner (CyberwareTM) [2][13]. The resolution 
was 256 by 256 pixels and the color images were converted to 8-bit gray level 
images. One hundred of facial images in the database were randomly selected to 
generate a morphable face model by PCA. The other 100 images were used to test our 
reconstruction algorithm. The test sets were strictly separated from training tests in 
our experiments. 

3.2   Face Reconstruction 

If a facial image is given, facial image are reconstructed by the on-line procedure 
described in section 2.1. Fig. 3 shows the reconstructed examples for two persons. 
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The facial images for each person are reconstructed from an original face, a damaged 
face by Gaussian noise and an occluded face by a virtual object, respectively. The 
damaged faces by Gaussian noise are generated by adding the Gaussian noise with 
standard deviation of 20 to the original image. The size of the virtual object is 60×60 
pixels(about 10% of internal face region) and its position is restricted to the inside of 
the face in order to occlude facial components such as eyes, a nose and a mouth. 
Although input faces are damaged by Gaussian noise(left , center in each face group) 
or occluded by virtual objects(left, bottom), the reconstruction results(right, middle 
and  right, bottom)  from them are very similar to original faces(left, top) or the 
reconstructed faces(right, top) from original faces.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Examples of input faces and reconstructed faces 

Fig. 4 shows the mean reconstruction errors for shapes, textures and synthesized 
images. Horizontal axis of each graph indicates the type of input for reconstruction 
face except PCA projection. In the case of PCA projection, we get the projected shape 
and texture for test faces to the shape and texture eigenvector space, S  and T , and 
the synthesized image from the projected shape and texture by forward warping. 
Vertical axes of the graphs are the mean displacement error per pixel and the mean 
intensity error per pixel (for an 8 bit gray scale image), respectively. Err_Sx and 
Err_Sy in Fig. 4a imply the x-directional and the y-directional mean displacement 
error for shape, respectively. Err_T and Err_I in Fig. 4b imply the mean intensity 
errors for texture and image, respectively.  
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The case of PCA projection naturally shows the minimum errors in the graphs because 
they contain the errors occurred by only PCA projection. The reconstruction errors in a 
damaged face by Gaussian noise do not increase much due to the stability of SIFT 
descriptor and the robustness of our indirect matching algorithm using the SIFT 
descriptors. The differences in the reconstruction errors from an original face and a 
damaged face by Gaussian noise are 0.03(x-direction) and -0.02(y-direction) for shape, 
2.25 for texture, and 1.48 for image while the reconstructions from an original face and 
an occluded face by virtual object causes the differences in the error by 0.08(x-direction) 
and 0.05(y-direction) for shape, 3.26 for texture and 3.60 for image. This reveals that the 
errors of occluded faces by a virtual object tend to be relatively higher than the errors of 
damaged faces by Gaussian noise. The possible reasons for this result are that the 
principal facial components are occluded by a virtual object and that keypoints on 
occluded region can not be extracted. The damaged region can be just statistically 
estimated by the data completion algorithm. Nevertheless, we can verify that the 
occluded face regions are plausibly reconstructed by the proposed method(Fig. 3). 

 

                                           (a)                                                                       (b) 

Fig. 4. Mean reconstruction errors for shape, texture and synthesized images 

4   Conclusion  

This paper present an automatic algorithm to align the input partially damaged image 
with the reference face by extending the number of matched feature points between 
them. It has been a challenge for many researchers to obtain the correspondences 
between two faces when one face of them is damaged by an objects or sensor noise. The 
proposed matching technique provides the enough number of the matched feature points 
and the accurate correspondence between an input face and the defined reference face 
by matching the input face with multiple example faces synthesized by the morphable 
face model. From the matched feature points, full shape and texture for the input face 
are inferred by the non-iterative data completion algorithm. The proposed methods were 
tested and evaluated in three types of test sets: original faces, damaged faces by 
Gaussian noise and occluded faces by a virtual object. The experimental results showed 
that the reconstructed faces are plausible and similar to original faces. 
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Our approach will be tested for facial images including real objects such as 
sunglasses, a gauze mask and hands, and camera sensor noise. In addition, face 
reconstruction in various pose, facial expression and illumination condition is also 
considered as future works. We expect that the proposed method be applied to various 
practical applications such as face recognition and authentication system. 
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